PROMOTION november 2016 - System SCACCO MATTO

SOLUTION 01
n.2 Wodden panel direct fixing to the wall, with chromed
slo ed uprights, Glossy White or Black colours
and accessories like the picture
4 shelves with wood 8350C
+ 1 shelves with with hanging rail and wood 8352C
+ 2 clothes-hanger bars 8340C
Size: L 203 cm

€ 109,00

SOLUTION 02
n.3 Wodden panel direct fixing to the wall,
with chromed slo ed uprights,
Glossy White or Black colours
and accessories like the picture
6 shelves with wood 8350C
+ 2 shelves with with hanging rail and wood 8352C
+ 3 clothes-hanger bars 8340C
Size: L 316 cm

€ 159,00

SOLUTION 03
n.4 Wodden panel direct fixing to the wall, with chromed
slo ed uprights, Glossy White or Black colours
and accessories like the picture
3 shelves with wood 8350C
+ 3 shelves with with hanging rail and wood 8352C
+ 3 clothes-hanger bars 8340C
Size: L 203 cm

€ 161,00

NET PRICES - Oﬀer valid up to stocks last
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Wodden panel with
chromed slo ed uprights,
direct fixing to the wall,
Glossy White or Black colours

Chromed wall frame with
wooden panel complete of
wall fixing and supports,
Glossy White or Black colours

art. 8391A
size 80x80x2 cm

art. 8392 + 8397A + 8393 + 8395
size 66x66x6 cm

€ 18,00

€ 29,90

Accessories pitch 100 and 60 cm
Chromed shelf frame support with
glossy White or Black wooden shelf
art. 8350C + 2502A - 63x35 cm
art. 8350A + 2504A - 103x35 cm

€ 11,90
€ 11,90

Chromed shelf frame support with hanging rail
and glossy White or Black wooden shelf
€ 13,90
art. 8351C + 2502A - 63x35 cm
€ 13,90
art. 8351A + 2504A - 103x35 cm
Chromed shelf frame support with frontal hanging rail
and glossy White or Black wooden shelf
€ 13,90
art. 8352C + 2502A - 63x35 cm
€ 13,90
art. 8352A + 2504A - 103x35 cm

Pair of chromed shelf brackets with
glossy White or Black wooden shelf
art. 8343DX/SX + 2502A - 63x35 cm

€ 9,90

Chromed clothes-hanger bar
art. 8340C - 63x32 cm
art. 8340A - 103x32 cm

€ 6,00
€ 6,00

Chromed arm-holder bar
art. 8346C - 63x5 cm
art. 8346A - 103x5 cm

€ 5,00
€ 5,00

NET PRICES - Oﬀer valid up to stocks last
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SOLUTION 04
n.3 Chromed wall upright direct fixing to the wall
with accessories like the picture but possibility to choose the size
(pitch 60-90-100 cm) and the colour of shelves Cherry, Wengè or
Aluminum Grey
2 shelves with wood 8350
+ 2 shelves with with hanging rail and wood 8352
+ 2 clothes-hanger bars 8340
Size: L min. 127 - max 207 cm

€ 80,00

SOLUTION 05
n.4 Chromed wall upright direct fixing to the wall
with accessories like the picture but possibility to choose the size
(pitch 60-90-100 cm) and the colour of shelves Cherry, Wengè or
Aluminum Grey
3 shelves with wood 8350
+ 3 shelves with with hanging rail and wood 8352
+ 3 clothes-hanger bars 8340
Size: L min. 189 - max 309 cm

€ 116,00

SOLUTION 06
n.5 Chromed wall upright direct fixing to
the wall with accessories like the picture but
possibility to choose the size (pitch 60-90-100 cm)
and the colour of shelves Cherry, Wengè or
Aluminum Grey
5 shelves with wood 8350
+ 3 shelves with with hanging rail and wood 8352
+ 4 clothes-hanger bars 8340
Size: L min. 250 - max 410 cm

€ 151,00

NET PRICES - Oﬀer valid up to stocks last
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Chromed wall upright
direct fixing to the wall
art. 8300 + 2042 + 8371
4x2xH240 cm

Single wall support
only for “strong” wall
(not use on plasterboard walls)
art. 8301 - 4x4x2 cm

€ 9,90

€ 1,50

Wall upright complete of 2 wall fastening,
all chromed (for walls with skir ng)
art. 8300 + 8305 + 2606 + 2042 + 8371

€ 15,90

Oﬀers valid ONLY
by combined purchasing of
following shelves and/or
hanging bars!

Accessories pitch 100, 90 e 60 cm
with wooden shelf in colours CHERRY, WENGE’ or ALUMINUM GREY
Chromed shelf frame support with
Cherry, Wengè or Aluminum Grey wooden shelf
€ 9,00
art. 8350A + 2504A - 103x35 cm
€ 9,00
art. 8350B + 2503A - 93x35 cm
€ 9,00
art. 8350C + 2502A - 63x35 cm
Chromed shelf frame support with hanging rail
and Cherry, Wengè or Aluminum Grey wooden shelf
€ 10,50
art. 8351A + 2504A - 103x35 cm
€ 10,50
art. 8351B + 2503A - 93x35 cm
€ 10,50
art. 8351C + 2502A - 63x35 cm
Chromed shelf frame support with frontal hanging rail
and Cherry, Wengè or Aluminum Grey wooden shelf
€ 10,50
art. 8352A + 2504A - 103x35 cm
€ 10,50
art. 8352B + 2503A - 93x35 cm
€ 10,50
art. 8352C + 2502A - 63x35 cm
Pair of chromed shelf brackets with
Cherry, Wengè or Aluminum Grey wooden shelf
€ 7,90
art. 8343DX/SX + 2502A - 63x35 cm
Chromed clothes-hanger bar
art. 8340A - 103x32 cm
art. 8340B - 93x32 cm
art. 8340C - 63x32 cm

€ 6,00
€ 6,00
€ 6,00

Chromed arm-holder bar
art. 8346A - 103x5 cm
art. 8346B - 93x5 cm
art. 8346C - 63x5 cm

€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00

NET PRICES - Oﬀer valid up to stocks last

